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Introduction to Waste and Recycling Assembly
Overview
This can be run with either the whole school or a smaller group and provides an introduction
to waste and the 3Rs (Reduce, Reuse, Recycle).
Aims
•
•
•

Understand that many materials are thrown away and that this causes problems and is
unsustainable
Learn the meaning of the 3Rs – Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
Learn how to take action to reduce waste

Resources
•
•

•

Material labels (paper, cardboard, plastic, metal, glass, textiles, food & green waste, other)
displayed at the front
Bin bag and clean samples of waste items commonly thrown away in schools. Include examples
of each of the material types listed above (e.g. sheets paper, cardboard box, plastic bottle,
yogurt pot, cling film, drink can, foil, glass jar/bottle, t-shirt, banana skin, drink carton, crisp
packet etc.)
Examples of how to reduce, reuse & recycle – use examples particularly relevant to school as
appropriate (see ideas sheet below)
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Delivery
Introduction: Materials in the bin
•

Discuss with the pupils the kind of items that they put into the bin during the day

•

Encourage them to identify the types of materials these items are made from and place the
appropriate sample items next to the appropriate material label

•

Discuss which materials they think are thrown away most in school (usually paper from
classrooms & offices and food and related packaging waste from lunchtime)

Useful factu in the UK we throw away enough rubbish in one year to fill up a line of wheelie bins that
would reach from the earth to the moon!
The problem with rubbish
•

Discuss what happens when the waste goes in the rubbish bin (it gets collected by the bin lorry
and taken to an ‘energy from waste’ plant where it is burned to make electricity)

•

Encourage the pupils to understand that once things are thrown into the rubbish bin it is the end
of their useful life and valuable resources are lost

Solutions
•

Explain to the pupils that it’s really important to try to do something to tackle the problem of too
much waste and that there are some things that we can all do to help – have they got any ideas
what? Try to cover the following during the discussion:
o

The best solution is to make less rubbish to start with and reduce. Give/show examples
of ways they can reduce waste. Please see the ideas sheet for suggestions

o

When you have reduced as much as you can you then need to think about how you can
reuse things (use them again in their current state). Give/show examples

o

If you can’t reuse them, can you recycle them? Discuss with the pupils the range of
items that can be placed in their kerbside recycling bins and show examples

Recycling sorting challenge
•
•
•

Place a selection of clean rubbish (including both items that can go in the recycling bin and items
that cannot) into a bin bag
Take 1 item out of the bag at a time and show the children. Ask them to decide whether or not it
can go in their recycling bin and show their decision using thumbs up or thumbs down
If an item can’t go in the recycling bin, can they think of a way to reduce or reuse it to stop it
from going to energy from waste?

Conclusion
•

If we all do everything we can to reduce, reuse and recycle as much as possible then we can all
have an enormous impact on stopping so much waste being thrown away. Everyone to think of
one thing they can do
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Reduce
Waste item:

Reduce by…

•

Clingfilm sandwich wrapper

•

Placing sandwiches/other food items in a reusable
container instead

•

Foil drink pouch

•

Using a reusable drinks bottle

•

Individually wrapped
cake/biscuits

•

Taking some from a larger pack and bringing them to
school in a reusable container

•

Placing homemade cakes/biscuits in a reusable
container

•

Thinking of an alternative snack, such as vegetable or
bread sticks, and storing in a reusable container

•

Crisp packet

Reuse
Waste item:
•

Old clothes & textiles

Reuse by…
•

Donating to a charity shop

•

Placing in a textiles bank

•

Handing down to siblings/friends

•

Plastic bottle

•

Rinsing out and refilling

•

Margarine tub/plastic container

•

Washing then using as a lunch box/for storing things

•

Yogurt pots

•

Washing out and using for junk modelling or
glue/paint pots

Recycle
Waste item:

Recycle by…

•

Paper (including envelopes &
shredded paper)

•

Placing in kerbside recycling bin or paper bank

•

Card & tetra paks

•

Placing in kerbside recycling bin

•

Metal drink cans, food cans,
aerosols & foil

•

Placing in kerbside recycling bin

•

Plastic bottles, food trays &
yogurt pots

•

Placing in kerbside recycling bin

•

Glass bottles/jars

•

Placing in kerbside recycling bin or bottle bank

•

Fruit/vegetable peelings

•

Placing in a home compost bin/wormery
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